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Structured Abstract
In this paper, we describe the participation and results of CAUVIS-IME-USP at TRECVID 2011 in
instance search pilot task.
Briefly, what approach or combination of approaches did you test in each of your submitted runs?


CAUVIS_USP: PHOW descriptor and the bag-of-word approach.

What if any significant differences (in terms of what measures) did you find among runs?
We submitted just one run.
Based on the results, can you estimate the relative contribution of each component of your
system/approach to its effectiveness?
The best performance of our run was in the two queries of type location that we obtained score
above the median of runs. In both locations, the texture of the scenes is the most important
characteristic. One of the descriptors we are using is PHOW and it is a very suitable to describe
texture. Other important factor is that for both queries the mask are big, including almost all the
image. Our method did not work well when the interested instance is small.
Overall, what did you learn about runs/approaches and research question(s) that motivated them?
PHOW descriptor and the bag-of-word approach is the state-of-art in object recognition but it did
not work well in instance search task of TRECVID.

Introduction

The pilot task of TRECVID instance search, introduced in 2010, consists of searching for a specific
person, object or place given an image and a mask of the interested object [1]. This problem can
be used in real applications like semantic indexing, search in personal video collections, detect
events of surveillance among others. In 2011, the task continues to be a pilot task. Accuracy in the
localization of instances and time spent to run the queries are important issues, but they are not
used for evaluation purposes for now.
The task has as input a database with thousands of video shots, 25 queries, each query with until 6
visual examples of frames and a mask that delimits the instance object. The proposed method
must return as output 1000 video shots most likely to contain the instance object.

Method
To build a visual dictionary, we extracted a PHOW descriptor [3] in a dense grid of points from
each visual sample of each query. Each sampled point has 5 pixels of distance from the next point
vertically and horizontally. After this, 600000 descriptors are randomly selected and k-means is
used to cluster the descriptors in 300 distinct centers, the visual words, building the visual
dictionary [2]. Finally, the interested mask is applied in the image of the visual sample delimiting
just the object instance. The model of the instance is built as a frequency histogram of the visual
words.
For each video shot of the database, we extracted the central frame as a representative frame the
video shot. The frames are described as a frequency histogram of the visual words. For each model
of instance, it is calculated the chi-squared distance from each frame of video shots. The distances
are sorted and the 1000 shortest distances are returned.

Analysis of Results and Conclusion
We did not use a different approach for each type of query (person, object or location) and our
method using PHOW descriptor obtained a reasonable score just for the location queries: 9024
and 9029. For 9024, the media MAP (mean average precision) was 0.241 and our result was 0.268.
For 9029 query, the media MAP was 0.184 and our result was 0.276. In these two location queries,
the texture of the scenes is adequate to applying a PHOW descriptor to characterize it.
PHOW descriptor and bag-of-words approach showed good results in object recognition as
reported in literature [4] but it was not enough to obtain good results in TRECVID instance task.
For people instance search, it is necessary to use face detection and recognition methods and for
objects, shape and color of the objects should be characterized in the model too. With the
experience accumulated in this participation, we are planning to participate in the next edition of
TRECVID using different approaches.
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